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ABSTRACT

This is an on-going project of several years duration, in

which total genetic and cytological damage is observed in entire
-

genomes. Data obtained is both quantitative and qualitative and

provides information on total damage, specific kinds of damage

and interrelationships among different kinds.

Mature spermatozoa have been treated with acute doses of

400Or, 200Or, and 100Or of X-rays. The 400Or series is finished

and published, the 200Or series is finished and the data is being

processed, and the 100Or series is well underway.

Comparison of total damage after 400Or and 200Or is complex,

but some general observations are the following. The frequency

of damaged genomes among those recovered and studied was 63.2%

for 400Or and 54.5% for 200Or, but the rate of damage induction

among treated sperm was 89.3% for 400Or and 73% for 200Or. The

rate of heritable damage induction among treated sperm was 10.7%

for 400Or and 27.6% for 200Or. In addition, the damage transmitted

was qualitatively different at the two doses.

Individual types of damage among the analyzed entire genomes,

like the above-mentioned total damage, usually were not related

in the naively expected classic manner, most relationships being

well below linear. This was thought to be due to several factors

in the experimental procedure, but perhaps mainly to the cyto-

genetically "loaded" system and the.difference in sperm stage
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treated in the two series.

Attempts are underway to study genomes treated in gonia,

preferably spermatogonia treated with 100Or.
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ATTEMPTS TO STUDY GONIAL DAMAGE                         i

Recently hatched y/y+Y; red; ci males were collected

from 5 single-pair cultures of our "isogenic" stock and were

irradiated (100Or of X-rays) at approximately 24 hours of

age. They were mated immediately after treatment, each male

singly to 3 virgin females. The latter were "automatic"

virgins produced by crossing attached-X females with no Y

chromosome (nicknamed  "snoc", see stock  f8 ·in the Bowling

Green list of January, 1971) to males of the genotype
--

Df(1) y ac  "basc"/y Y.  This cross produces no sons and the             -

virgin daughters are exceptionally viable, fertile and abundant.

Each male was transferred without etherization (by the

use of a tube attached to a suction device) to 3 fresh virgin

females daily for 14 days. On the 15th day, each male was

mated to 3 virgin females of our "balancer" stock (FM6/Y2AM;       '      1
L

SM1/Bl; Ubx /Vno ; spa , for the purpose of genome col-
130 pol,

lection. This mating was brooded 4 days later (day 19). The            k

survival of the males was as shown below:

Treated Control

At start                    70               19

Died or lost (rarely)- 16                6
during transfers )

Died in last mating 10               4
f

i

This amount of survivdl, though poor, would be possible to               f

accept as workable.                                             
           1

t

-                          1
4
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Of the 14 daily transfers, 5 were kept to observe                    i

fertility.  The observations were as follows:

1.No. vials fertile

Treated Control                   :

Transfers with "snoc"

Day 6            13               11

7                   7                       6                              2

10 11                8

12             3                1

13             4                1

Mating to balancer                4                2

The fertile vials were not from any particular males but were

sporadic and evidently represented occasional successful           ·-
,

matings.
,

.

The conclusions at this point were that these males are            1
:

(a) poorly viable, (b) poor maters and (c) poorly fertile after

15 days of age. It appeared that the brooding technique was             f
i

not usable for testing spermatogonia in this system. Larval
11

treatment was considered, and some preliminary investigation             'i

of techniques was done. This would mean, however, lowering              1

the X-ray dose to 500r or less, which would require the analysis         4
T
r

of many more genomes than would be necessary at a higher dose.

Although it was thought preferable to use spermatogonial data             
.Bfor comparison with data from, spermatozoa, and.despite the               3

/.

1

i
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additional difficulty of clearing for lethals and steriles

in the X chromosome, the possibility of using oogonia was

then considered.

It had been found very early in this total genetic damage           t

project that the following planned cross was unusable:

130 pol 130 polFM6 SM1 Ubx spa 9 X  FM6  SMl Ubx spa , dd
y    2 red Ci yTY Bl Vno spapul

In order to avoid the use of such heavily loaded males, various

cumberson schemes have been used in our collection of genomes

from spermatozoa. To collect genomes treated in oogonia it              t

would be necessary to use males carrying most of these markers

and they would need at least the following genotype:
130

FM6/y+Y; SMI/-; Ubx   /-; pol

Two schemes (shown in figures 1 and 2) were set up to be

tried.  Scheme A eliminates two of the more debilitating genes,

Bl and Vno, from the males. Possibly  such males would be

usable. Scheme  B uses these same males  for the final cross                           ··

A

but depletes the oocytes with normal males (Canton S wild type). 1

By  brooding the females  ·with no males   at  the   last 2 transfers,

possibly they can produce progeny from the balancer males                i

added later.
7.

i
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130FM6 SM1 Ubx pol JO  X  FM6  pol dd
y2AM  Bl    Vno pol Y+Y  pol

 irayed \\*                                 '
130

Individual y;  red;  ci 9   X   F 16   SMl Ubx 221 dd919 2 3 pol

7 transfers, 2 days each, fresh males

                added
 as needed

v*   2* red*
.* V V + SM1 Ubx 201 dd

130                  '
Individual  6--- - (1- 99

FM6 SM1

Ubxlju pol    9 Bl  Vno  pol
Etc. usual crossing scheme

for genome collection

'*.

t                                                                                                                                                                                                           '

Scheme A
J

Figure 1
:
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4
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1

X-rayed

4
Individual y; red; ci 99  X  CS dd

6'

4 transfers, 2 days each

Remove males

1.
+

2 transfers, 2 days each

J
130FM6 SM1 Ubx 221 d dAdd  2 3 pol

V
130

Individual  Y _ 21_ red*  ci* O   X  + SM1
Ubx pol ddFM6 SM1 Ubx130 pol  ,     y Bl Vno pol

V
.,

Etc. usual crossing scheme

for genome collection                      i
' .

:

' 1
Scheme B                                    f

1.

.,

Figure 2
.·
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Before the oogonial schemes had been fairly tried, it was

found, in another spermatogonial experiment in progress in the

laboratory,   that   " snoc" females are apparently too vigorous

to be used successfully to deplete sperm of weaker males.

Males of the genotype bx/bx, which had mated exceptionally

well throughout 15 daily transfers to Ubx/ap females, mated
Xa

extremely poorly with the automatic virgin "snoc" females.

Possibly, then, our y/y+Y; red; ci males would not be impossible

to brood to gonia if more suitable females were used.

The oogonial schemes have thus been set aside and a plan

has been made to try mating the treated males either to y;
Xared; ci virgin females oF to "automatic" virgin ap females.

(See Proposed Technical Program for scheme). Treating

heterozygous males might also improve results, by improving                
.

male vitality, and in any case this is being done in order to

detect autosomal lethals and steriles which arise in the stock.

See "100Or to spermatozoa" (below) for details of this problem

and the procedure..

.1
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1000r TO SPERMATOZOA

Three additional irradiations (nos. 6, 7 and 8) were

done, bringing the total number of entire genomes collected

in this series to 298 (232 treated and 66 controls). Genetic

analyses are finished for 150 treated and 45 control genomes

and in process for the rest. Salivary preparations have been

made but not studied for all those genomes having genetic

damage. (As explained in last year's proposal, the procedure

being followed at present is to save a tremendous amount of

labor by making cytological observations of only those genomes

which show any deviation, however slight, from normal mor-

phology, viability or fertility. It has been our observation

over the past years that genetically normal genomes almost

never are found to have a chromosome rearrangement. The rare

case which might be missed would not substantially affect the

overall results of the study.)

This series, as well as the 200Or series, has been delayed

by a problem with the basic stock from which males are taken

to be treated.  This stock (y; red;ci with y+Y in the males)

originated as an "isogenic" stock (control genome no. (70).

It was found to be an unusually good stock and was used for
.

succeeding irradiations. The stock was maintained by single

pair matings and each' generation, the pair giving the best
.,

culture was used for continuating of the stock. For an irradia-

tion, males were taken from a single pdir only. Unfortunately,

.i
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we ran into difficulties. In the last irradiation (no. 16)

of the 200Or series and irradiation no. 2 of the 100Or series

(done simultaneously) several lethals appeared in chromosomes

2 and 3 of the controls. By the time these were observed,

irradiation 3 had been done. It was eventually found that in

these controls chromosome 3 was clear of lethals'but chromosome

2 still carried a lethal from the stock in about 1/3 of the

genomes. In the hope that the single pair selection system

would have eliminated this lethal from the stock, and in the

absence of another source of "isogenic" males, stock C70 was

used for irradiations 4, 5 and 6. Chromosome 3 remained free

of lethals, but chromosome 2 continued to carry lethals from

the stock and in addition a female sterile in chromosome 3

began to appear.

To resolve the problem, all controls have been mated

together to determine allelisms, and each separate lethal

is now being mated to each lethal in the treated genomes.

All female steriles are being tested against the control sterile.

These are quite tedious and time-consuming tests.

Thus it was realized that the single pair system of keeping

a so-called "isogenic" basic stock'is good in that spontaneous

mutations occurring in the stock can be recognized and corrected         t

for, but it is bad in that too much labor and delay are involved          

in the correction. Yet the system which was previously used,

i.e. taking the males for an irradiation from a stock of a                d
. ,

1

mutation-free control genome of the last previous irradiation,
1

had the drawback that any mutations occurring during the                  
sevdral (sometimes many) intervening generations were  ·               N

i

I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 f
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sporadically distributed and not so likely to be recognized.

Although irradiation no. 6 was apparently clear of

mutations from stock,  a new system was put into use. for

irradiations 7 and 8. This is a much more elaborate and

difficult means of collecting genomes, but it has the advan-

tage of assuring that no pre-existing mutations will be picked

up in the genomes. The scheme is shown in figure 3. Hetero-

zygous males are irradiated, so that any pre-existing auto-

somal mutation carried by a male will be present i·n all his

germ cells. Each individual male is mated first for 24 hours

to balancer stock females, for genome collection, and then

to females of a stronger balancer stock with normal X chromo-

somes, for testing his autosomes. If any pre-existing mutation

is found in a male, then all genomes coming from mating A of

that male are discarded. This system is much more laborious.

There is an extra cross (PO), Fl females of the desired geno-

type are rarer and must be taken from numerous (there were 80
8

in irradiation ) individual vial cultures, and the

autosomal test crosses are nearly as difficult as the genome              

analyses.  Nevertheless, the scheme seems at this point to be             

worthwhile, and we plan to continue in this manner.                       i

i

4                                                                                                                              i
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VY 130+ SM1 Ubx Pol ddp                         y;red;ci 99  X  - -
0                                        y Bl Vno pol

X-rayed

3 4 2 [El
FM6 SM1 Ubx pol    J$      X    Z  SM1 Ubx Esl  X  + SM1 Ubx 221 66

130 130 130
P
1          YLAM Bl   Vno pol

1

Yl red ci

 Bl

vno pol

(24-hr. mating) (second mating, dd left with 99)Individual dd,
double-mated

..9

130 130FM6 SM1 Ubx 2-01 6q SM1 Ubx 221 99 X ddFl   Individual pr- 2*-  red" ci* 2 red  c i

1                                                         .1
Usual scheme for genome Observe for autosomal lethals

collection and steriles

Figure 3
Mating scheme for collecting genomes free of pre-existing mutations



GENOMES IRRADIATED IN MATURE SPERMATOZOA WITH 2000r

When all the genetic and cytological studies of all genomes

were completed and the data was being processed, a possible

problem became evident. It concerns point mutation lethals

in the autosomes and is presented and discussed later in this

report. In view of this question and until it can be resolved,

publication of this data (projected for this year) was postponed.

Herewith  is a presentation  o f the data  as  it now stands,

although it is still subject to some adjustments (in the

direction of less damage). Comparison is made with the 400Or-

induced damage, but some of the relationships should not be

belabored for explanation until the figures are confirmed.

The genetic scheme has been presented and discussed in

previous reports and a publication (Valencia, 1970) and its

present modification (in use in the 100Or series) is shown in

figure 3. Briefly, it consists of irradiating y/y+Y; red;

ci dd (aged 4-7 days) and mating them individually for 24 hours

30to FM6/y2AM; SM1/Bl; Ubxl  /Vno; spaP'l 99.  Genomes are                .:

collected by mating individual Fl 99 whose genotype is

*                   130 , * polFM6/y ; SM1/2 ; Ubx   /red ; spa /ci* back to balancer stock            

males, with some manipulation, sometimes involving a double             '
.

mating of the 9, to recover the X chromosome.

- *
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1
Detected damage frequency

Only those genomes with all chromosomes recovered and all

chromosomes studied are included here. There were 341, of which

186 or 54.5%, were found to be genetically damaged in some

way. This is to be compared with 63.2% for the genomes studied

from the 400Or treatment. A discussion of possible explanations

for this unexpected relationship follows the detailed

presentation of the data.
1

Estimated total damage rate

The important issue in this study is the amount and nature

of damage transmitted to succeeding generations by irradiated

germ cells.  In order to determine this, it is necessary to

estimate the size of the irradiated germ cell population which

corresponds to the sample of cells whose descendents were

studied. Those which produced descendents which could not be

studied due to their poor viability or sterility must be

included along with the recovered genomes in order to estimate

the population size.

The unknown factor is the proportion of germ cells which

are damaged in such a way that their progeny die at some point

during development - i.e. which contain "dominant lethals".

Since it has been impossible to obtain dominant lethal data               

from the scheme used, due to the very high "background" of egg

and embryo mortality, mating failure, etc., of these stocks,

1The terminology of Lefevre (1967) has been adopted to
distinguish between damage induced and damage detected.

.
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it is necessary to use frequencies determined with other stocks.

Since Baker and Von Halle (1953) treated aged males and

restricted the matings so as to sample first-day sperm, their

figures are used in the calculation in table 1.

The total induced damage rate is 73.0% (492 of 673) as

compared to 89.3% of genomes irradiated with 400Or.

A more important figure is the precent of irradiated

sperm which transmitted damage to succeeding generations.

For 200Or it was 27.6% (186 of 673) and for 400Or it was

10.7% (242 of 2265).  Thus 1/2 the X-ray dose resulted in

nearly 3 times more transmitted damage. The qualitative

makeup of the transmitted damage is of importance and this is

considered in the following sections.

Distribution of sites among genomes

The definition of a damage "site" and the criteria for

counting sites have been given in previous reports and

published (Valencia, 1970).  A site is either a chromosome

breakpoint or a point mutation, which by definition is a

phenotypic effect with no cytological alteration detectable

in salivary chromosomes or by genetic tests.

In the 200Or experiment, the distribution of sites among            ,1
.'

0.

genomes was as shown in table 2.

When compared with 400Or, there is only a slight tendency
:t

to fewer sites per genome:
3

200Or ' 400Or
1

2 or less 90.9% 88.4%

3 or more 9.1% 11.6%

74,
.4

9
2''
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The average number of sites per genome was 1.12 for

400Or and 0.93 for 2 00 Or .

Nature of the sites

Whereas at 400Or the proportion of chromosome breaks and

point mutations was just about equal (163 point mutations and

166 chromosome breaks), in the present 200Or series, there

were somewhat more (164) point mutations than chromosome

breaks (150). There was of course also a difference (shown in

later sections) in the genetic nature of the point mutations

and the kinds of rearrangements, all of which demonstrate

that a different "quality" of damage is transmitted in the two

cases.

Nature of the point mutation sites                                          

Point mutations may be c ssified according to their                 

effect on viability, fertility and morphology, as shown in                

table 3, which also shows their distribution among the different

chromosomes. As at 400Or, there were more lethals than

non-lethals, but the relative proportions were quite different,

as shown below:

200Or 400Or

No.                 %                No.                 %

Non-lethal 71 43.3     34     20.9

i

Lethal         93 56.7 129 79.1

Total 164 100.0 164 100.0

+                            91
.1
$

.,1

:
„
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Among the non-lethals, there was a larger proportion of

steriles (45 of 164) than there was at 400Or (13 of 163).

Since this type of mutation is diffidult to clear from the

stock, the question arose as to whether some of these might

have been pre-existing and not induced. They were, however,

rarely found in controls and they were of four different

kinds, distributed throughout the 16 irradiations and in all

chromosomes. Their frequency in chromosomes 2 and 3 is in

the expected relationship to their frequency in the X, where

they could not be pre-existing (except for 9 steriles, which

are no more frequent than the other types). It must be

concluded that these are at least mostly induced mutations.

Their frequency is of the order expected for recessive lethals

in this stage of mature spermatozoa (see below).

Looking at the lethal point mutations in table 3, it is

clear that their frequency in chromosomes 2 and 3 is much

greater than expected from the frequency in the X.  Even

allowing for considerable error, due to small numbers when

individual chromosomes are considered, there is an excess

above expectation.

In the controla of the last irradiation (no. 16) several
1

lethals were found in chromosomes 2 and 3. These were mated             '

together to test for allelism, and it was found that in

chromosome 2 all 5 lethals were allelic but in chromosome 3

there  were 2 separate lethals. All lethals   in the treated                                    '

genomes of irradiations 15 and 16 were mated to each of these            j
.

'.

control lethals and only 1 lethal in chromosome 2 was found              1
. .



to be allelic to its control.

No lethals had been found in the controls of the previous

three irradiations and were very rare in earlier controls,

It seems, therefore, that allelic tests must be made among

all the lethal point mutations in chromosomes 2 and 3 to

eliminate possible lethals from stock, which the controls did

not pick up. This is of course tedious and time-consuming.

It might also be well to consider a standard autosomal lethal

test in the fully mature sperm stage to obtain a reliable

basis for expectation.

Total recessive lethals

Table 4 is a classification of all recessive lethals with

regard to the cytological damage associated with them. The

criteria for counting lethals has been explained previously

(Valencia, 1970). It is unexpected that despite the relatively

greater frequency of point mutations (as compared with chromo-

some breaks) at 200Or, among lethals the proportion which are

point mutations is less than at 4000r.  Of course the error

is great, with the total number of lethals only 157 for 200Or

and 203 for 400Or.

As   pointed   out in previous reports, the numbers of chromo-

somes tested is not sufficient for accurate indication of lethal
*, 1
' '

frequencies for individual chromosomes.  A fair test for

sex-linked lethals at these X-ray doses would be in the order of

1000-1500 chromosomes.  Here there are only 310 and 341 tested.

The whole genome is nearly 5.5 times the length of the X                 :
.'#

.,

:1
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chromosome so that 310 genomes would test 1705 "X equivalents"

and 341 would test 1875. Thus the frequencies for the whole

genome may be compared with some reliability. The frequencies

are shown for both X-ray doses in table 5, along with the

expectations in each case. These were arrived at as follows.

In the 200Or series, the males were irradiated at 4-7 days

of age and mated for 24 hours. Lefevre and Jonsson (1964)

reported a sex-linked lethal frequency of 14.9% for 400Or under

these conditions. Since they do not show data for other

x-ray doses, the assumption of linearity was made and 7.45% was

taken as the expectation for the X for 200Or.

In the 400Or series, males   less   than  one  week  of  age  were

irradiated, and the mating was for two days. An average of

Lefevre and Jonsson's frequencies for 3-day old males and

7-day old males and of their first day and second day matings

gives a frequency of 10.15 for the X.

The expectations for the autosomes were arrived at by

multiplying the X figure by the relative length of the autosome,

and this was obtained from the lengths given on the salivary

chromosome maps (Lindsley and Grell, 1968) -2 X for chromosome

2, 2.25 X for chromosome 3 and 0.1 X for chromosome 4.

Table 5 shows that observed frequencies in all autosomes           :-

are greater than expectation. This could be due in part to              4

the use of X-chromosome frequencies as the basis for the

calculated expectations, and expectation may in fact be higher.
:
e

Another factor to consider is that in the present experiment, 4.

•·e

4
3
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it is likely that recovery of autosomal damage is favored

over the X and also over the usual standard autosomal lethal

test.  A special effort is made to save all Fl females includ-

ing those which have poor viability and/or fertility, and

these might easily slip into the "cultures which failed"
category of a standard lethal test. On the other hand, the

present experiment discriminates against X-chromosome damage,

since genomes with such damage are the hardest to recover,

especially to recover in their entirety.  Many fall into the

"partial genome" category or the "stock not obtained" category.

For example, of the 18 "partial genomes" in the 200Or series,
.,

6 were X-borne d steriles (a known T(X;2), a known T(X;3),

a probable T(X;3) and 3 others) and 6 were X lethals

(1 possible T(X;3) and 5 others).

As pointed out earlier, allelic tests are underway to

determine whether some of the autosomal point mutation lethals

might be allelic, indicating their pre-existence in the stock,

and if some of them are, then the excess may be reduced. A

Rearrangements

Table 6 is a classification of all chromosome rearrange-
4

ments found. As at 400Or, most of these were lethal and very            y
:

few were viable and fertile. The overall frequency.was 22.3%           H
9                                                          d4

as compared with 24.8% for 400Or giving the impression of                 '4.
,

equal damage. A look at the nature of the rearrangements       ·        r
:

shows a difference. The 23 inversions found were all of the
'

'E

simple 2-break type, whereas at 400Or 3 of the 22 were more
R

- 51

Y.

:%
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complex. Only one insertional type translocation (3-break)

was found among 40, while at 400Or 5 of the 54 were in-
< and   7   of   gllem were multiple break rearrangements involving 2 chromosomes 5/

sertional I    On the other   hand, 11 deletions were found   in   the

200Or genomes and only 1 was found in the 400Or genomes.

This is unexplained and of course contributes to the apparent

equality of damage frequency at the 2 doses.  The frequency

of translocations, the most frequent type of rearrangement,

was 11.7% at 200Or and 17.4% at 400Or. In the 400Or data

there was an unexplained absence of T(X;3)s, which lowers that

frequency. In the 200Or series, a special effort was made

to detect and try to save T(X; 3)s. The translocations found

were:

X;2 - 7

X; 3 - 4

X;4 - 3

2;3 - 20

2;4 - 1

3;4 - 3

2;3;4 - 1

X;2;3;4 - 1

In addition there were 1 T(X;2) and probably 3 T(X;3)s among            t

the partial genomes, making the totals for these 8 and 7. The

sum (15) is still below the T(2;3)s (20) whereas it should be

equal. This  supports  the  idea of relatively greater  loss  of:.

genomes with damage in the X.

It is noteworthy that chromosome four was involved in many

more translocations than expected on the basis of its
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1

relative size. Undoubtedly this reflects greater recovery

success as happened also with T(Y;A)s (Valencia, 1970).

It nevertheless had a relatively high frequency also of

point mutations, both lethal and non-lethal.

General discussion

Some of the damage frequencies obtained at the two X-ray

doses were surprisingly similar and thus disturbing, since it

•  is customary to think in terms of damage increasing linearly

or as the 3/2 power of the dose or a combination of these.

On closer examination of the data, it is clear that the damage

recovered at the two doses is far from similar qualitatively

and some kinds of damage show reasonable quantitative relation-

ships. In general, however, there  is  a much greater similarity

than expected. This could be due to greater damage at 200Or

or less damage at 400Or or both. Which of these might be

true is hard to guess since it is difficult to estimate ex-

pected frequencies in this system for total damage or even for

such "standard" types of damage as recessive lethals and

translocations.  Most of the chromosomal length being scored

is autosomal, in which there is less information available,

especially'for the fully mature sperm stage treated. In

addition, the fact that entire genomes are collected affects,

the recovery as well as the scoring of different types of

damage in different ways.

There are at least three conditions of the experiment

which probably do result in more efficient recovery at 200Or
'

and less efficient recovery at 400Or.

1
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The sperm stage sampled was somewhat different in the

two series. In the 400Or experiments fairly young males,

mostly 1-3 days of age, were irradiated. Although it had

been planned to mate them for 24 hours only, mating success

was poor and therefore matings were for 2 days, sometimes 3.

It was later learned (Lefevre and Jonsson, 1964) that younger

males (3 days of age) yield fewer sex-linked recessive lethals
the rate

at 400Or than do 7 day old males, and thatAdrops considerably

on the second day of mating. For the 200Or experiment,

therefore, the males were aged 4-7 days and the revised mating

scheme gave better mating success, so that matings could be

for 24 hours only. Thus a more uniform sperm sample was

obtained.

For the purpose of comparing results in the two series,

the change in conditions was unfortunate. If sensitivity for

sex-linked lethals is affected, then undoubtedly other damage

is also affected and to an unknown extent. The effect would

be to raise the frequencies at 200Or and lower them at 400Or.

Another factor which might have entered in is that the

investigator's efficiency increased with time, so that more

genomes were saved for analysis and also more damage such as

detrimentals and semi-steriles were recognized and scored.

A third factor is very likely of considerable importance.

The classic linear and 3/2 power dosage curves usually obtained

for these doses for recessive lethals and translocations were

obtained in simple systems.  Usually only the X chromosome or
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only chromosomes 2 and 3 carry markers and crossover

suppressors. Even under these conditions there is a tendency

for curves to level off at very high doses, supposedly because

damage is compounded as dose is increased and dominant lethality

removes from the sample cells containing the effect being

scored. It is very likely that in a system such as that used

in the present experiment, all dosage curves level off much

sooner. It is entirely logical that many genetic and

cytological events which would otherwise be recoverable would

cause inviability or sterility when added to an·already heavily

loaded fly.  It may well be that damage curves are already

leveling off between 200Or and 400Or in this system.

It would be interesting to go back and collect more data

for 400Or with the improved sperm sampling techniques and the

gained efficiency in recovery and scoring. It would also be

good to add to the data for 200Or, which is really not quite

sufficient. The results indicate quite clearly, however, that

lower X-ray doses should be much more meaningful.
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Table 1. Calculation of damage rate

Fl7 sterile or semi-sterile 11

Damaged genome not recovered                             5

Damaged genome partially recovered                       18

Damage entire genomes 186

Total known damaged genomes 220

Undamaged genomes 151

Total observed sample 371

Induced dominant lethal frequency 40.4%

Control dominant lethal frequency 4.5%

Total dominant lethal frequency 44.9%

371 therefore represents the surviving fraction, or 55.1%                 1

of the irradiated germ cells. The size of the germ cell

population was thus 673.

The fates of these 673 germ cells would then be as follows:

Dominant lethals (induced) 272

Damaged, not recovered genomes                          34

Damaged transmitted genomes 186
,

Total damaged 492               -

Control embryonic mortality                             30

Undamaged transmitted genomes 151             ·t;

673

,
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Table 2. Distribution of damaged sites among genomes

t

No. sites
in genome No. genomes Total no. sites

0                 155                       0

1 100 100

2                  55                      110

3 22 66

4                    8                        32

5                           0                                  0

6                           1                                  6

Totals 341 314

Ave. sites per genome = 0.93                               1

4
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Table 3. Distribution and nature of point mutations

X       2       3      4      Total

Non-lethals:

1Detrimental             0       9       3      1        13

9 steriles              2       8       6      0        16

d steriles              3       4       8      0        15              c

Self steriles2          q       3       6      0         9              i

3Semi steriles           1       3       1      0         5

Visibles                6       1       3      3        13

Total non-lethals 12      28      27      4        71

Lethals                   6      38      46      3        93

Total point mutations 18 66 73      7      164

1Some tested and found sterile also

2
Homozygotes mated to#ether are sterile but both d and 9
fertile when outcrossed

3
Homozygous stock very poor

.
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Table 4. Recessive lethals in 341 genomes

% of
X        2       3       4 Totals total lethals

Point mutations                 6       38      46       3            93          59.2

Rearrangements: (Total)

Inversions                    3        6       3       0   (12)                                  c

Deletions                     2        5       3       2   (12)

Translocations                2 16 16 5       ( 39)

Transpositions                0        0       1       0    (1)

Total R                    7       27      23       7            64          40.8
1

Total lethals 13       65 69 10 157                          '
1 3

Frequency among genomes (%) 3.82 19.1 20.2 2.9 46.0 ./

lThis would be 19 if the 6 lethals in not-recovered genomes were counted.

2                19This  would  be  ---  =5.5%   i f   the 6 above 'mentioned lethals were counted .347

 47.0% with 6 more lethals (163 in 347 genomes).

,)0             0
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Table 5. Recessive lethal frequencies

2000 r

X          2          3         4        Total

Expected 7.45 14.90 16.66 0.75 39.76

Observed 5.5 19.1 20.7 2.9 47.0

*

4000 r

X          2          3         4        Total

Expected 10.2 - 20.3 22.8 1.0 64.3

Observed 11.6 26.4 30.4 1.9 · 70.3

1
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Table 6. Rearrangements in 341 genomes

Inversions TranslocationsTrans-
Deletions positions                                        TotalsSimple Complex X;A A;A

1
Viable, fertile                                     3                          1        4

Viable, 6 sterile                                                 6     1       7

Viable,% sterile                                   3                                   3

Detrimental                                         3                  1      3        7
2

Semi-lethal 1 4 5
3                 .3

Lethal 11 11         1        5 16 44

x viable, A lethal                                                     1               1
4                                     4

Undetermined                                       3                         2    -   5

Totals 11           1          23         1       13     27       76

1                                                          130
2 are questionable, possibly due to a crossover with Ubx

2
1 is viable, incross sterile in chromosome 3, semi lethal in 4.

3 1 is a Y-covered lethal.

4
Other rearrangement in some chromosome.

i--
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